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President’s Message
by Pam Hamilton
In February, some of us Washingtonians had the privilege of
attending NASP in Philadelphia. There were some great
speakers and activities.
The keynote speaker was Diane Ravitch, PhD, a Research
Professor of Education at New York University. She made some
interesting points, including:
On Testing: “Our nation is now addicted to test scores.”
Evaluation by test scores is a pernicious idea, including Race to
the Top. The narrowing of curriculum is a result of this
emphasis.

On Merit Pay: This is “a zealous and unreasonable belief in
carrots and sticks – this is for donkeys, not professionals.” No
other country evaluates with test scores. There is no research
Continued on Page 4

We value your contributions and suggestions!
Please contact Laura Feuerborn, the SCOPE
Editor, at feuerl@uw.edu
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Connections Guidance
by Susan Ruby and Pam Hamilton

Where did spring go?

We’d like to share with you a few things that we learned while connecting with others!
Here are some highlights:
1) We’ve joined a “Community” online through NASP where we can share thoughts
and/or ask questions of all state presidents and president-elects.
2) We’ve learned that Washington is not alone in its challenges and, in fact, is doing
well to have support from our Professional Education Standards Board in promoting
a broad role for school psychologists! Some states are actually dealing with a
tremendous presence of “educational diagnosticians” or “psychometricians.” Glad
this not us! Hope it’s not us? If so, email sruby@ewu.edu with your story!!
3) We were provided with a tool for our State Executive Board to complete a self
assessment, which we will utilize at our summer retreat in June; look for future
information in upcoming SCOPE articles!
4) We reviewed the NASP 2010 Standards and heard from states that are implementing the
standards now. We were excited to say that ours have been slightly clarified and will
become part of our WAC in July 2012! (stay tuned in case you are not aware of this).
5) We discussed the modes of evaluating school psychologists across the nation and learned
that several other states are going to the professional growth team model. We believe
that this model is definitely preferable to some models that are out there!
6) We were extremely impressed with Emotional and Social Wellness Standards adopted
by the Colorado Department of Education. We’d love to promote a similar adoption in
Washington State!! Ideas around this initiative or interest in volunteering for our
Government Relations Committee?

It seems like just yesterday that we
were in beautiful Philadelphia,
running at a frantic pace to keep
up with all of the meetings
scheduled for state association
leaders and state consultants. We
enjoyed the city but stayed very
busy learning about many
initiatives offered through NASP
to support various groups. We
also made a point to hear the
keynote from Diane Ravitch and
to attend as many featured and
special sessions as possible!

Spring Lecture Series
Announcement
Using a webinar format to allow for maximum
accessibility and minimal coordination and
technology, the plan is for there to be a monthly
webinar, on a specialty topic within the field of
School Neuropsychology, delivered by a
nationally-recognized speaker.
At every fall conference, evaluations have indicated a
continued desire for "more neuropsychology". In response
to those requests, the spring 2013 lecture series will focus
on the understanding and delivery of neuropsychological
assessment and intervention within the school
environment.

I will be coordinating efforts with Dan Miller of
Texas on bringing speakers such as Steve Feifer to
your doorstep. Look for further announcement in
fall SCOPE.
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Peer Review & Pro-Cert: The
Scoop from SCOPE
School Psychologists, there are two types beginning certificates out there. Those
of you with Initial Certificates (offered until 2005 and renewed through
2007, some not ending until 2014) will need to obtain a Continuing
certificate through peer review assuming that you didn't let the initial
certificate lapse. If your initial certificate expires, then the state automatically
issues a Residency certificate and you will need to follow the procedures
below. The peer review course is not being offered by all programs and will
soon be phased out due to a lack of demand.

If you have a unique
situation, contact the
OSPI certification
office at
cert@k12.wa.us.

they desire to do so, passage of the national exam,
PRAXIS, is required, unless a special exemption is
granted due to unusual circumstances.

Those of you with Residency certificates (i.e. you have
graduated in past seven years or have let your initial
certificates lapse) will be required to obtain a
Professional Certificate (affectionately known as ProCert).

When will you need pro-cert? Look for the
expiration date on your residential certificate. After
working in a district for two years, the 5-year clock
starts ticking. Within that five year period, you need
to obtain a Pro-cert.

There are two pathways to the Pro-Cert:

1. Obtain and renew the NCSP (National Certified
School Psychologist) through the National Association
of School Psychologists (www.nasponline.org). For
many of you, THIS CAN BE DONE, AND IS THE
PREFERRED METHOD, EVEN IF YOU DID NOT
GET THE NCSP UPON GRADUATION. The
NCSP is our professional standard of excellence. To
seek the NCSP, contact your training program to see if
you are eligible or what you might need to do to seek
the NCSP.

Out-of-state Psychologists: Washington values your
experience and skills. The Professional certificate
represents our highest state level of professionalism
and ALL Washington School Psychologists are
expected to earn it in one of the above manners. There
is, however, a built-in flexibility that will allow us to
recognize past experience. Upon entry to the state, a
Professional Growth team can be immediately
organized around the candidate and it is their mission
to review the knowledge base and ability to and
experience in applying that knowledge. Upon that
review, the team can develop a plan of professional
growth. The extensiveness of that plan is dependent
on the experiences of the applicant.

2. Work through a Pro-Cert program. EWU
(contact Susan Ruby, sruby@ewu.edu) is teaching
this at EWU every year (registration in late
spring for fall enrollment). The Pro-cert process
involves participation in (on line) a pre-entry
seminar, developing a professional growth plan
with the assistance of a team, implementing the
growth plan including the development of a final
product, and presenting the growth plan to a

Experienced out-of-state psychologists need not
wait two years to apply for the Pro-Cert and their
plan might be quite minimal dependent on their
experiences.

committee (culminating activity). The course takes
approximately one year (fall to spring). EWU will
have materials available on the OSPI website to help
candidates prepare early. As it is meant to resemble
the NCSP (and in fact can prepare candidates to seek
NCSP though the “non-approved” program route if

If you have a unique situation, contact the OSPI
certification office at cert@k12.wa.us.
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Response to Intervention in Vancouver Public
Schools: What about Eligibility?
by Bill Link, RTI Coordinator
In our third year of attempting RtI we are beginning to see the effects of our systems level approach that has
emphasized general education. We have developed team processes to guide grade level teams as well as our
intervention teams. In addition, Response to Intervention is increasing in popularity in our district. We
videoed a Tier I meeting from one of our elementary schools during the winter benchmarking and showed
this to all our elementary principals. It proved to be a powerful way of showing what RtI “looks like”. It
was exciting to see people’s reactions as team of 3rd grade teachers discussed grade level DIBELS trends and
reacted to our “Tier I Guiding Questions”. During the video, principals could see a team of teachers and
specialists collaborating to strengthen core instruction. It was a nice measure of progress in our
implementation. We now have more principals wanting in on this RtI journey!
This is not to suggest, however, that we have figured RtI out. With our emphasis on improving general
education, we have not yet developed our processes for special education. In our third year, we are
gathering evidence to suggest that what we have been doing for some of our students has not been working,
or does not appear to be working well enough. So what is “responsiveness”?
For students receiving more intensive instruction, we have established an oversight system we are referring
to as problem-solving teams. To operate effectively, however, our problem solving teams need tier III
systems-level procedural guidance. In addition to the development of “decision-rules” for our teams, our
psychologists need guidance for determining a course of action when the need arises to evaluate a student
who is suspected of a specific learning disability. Just what does a “comprehensive evaluation” look like in
an RtI system?

The state of Washington states “each school district shall develop
procedures for the identification of students with specific learning
disabilities which may include the use of:
1. A severe discrepancy between intellectual ability and achievement;
or
2. A process based on the student’s response to scientific, research-

based intervention; or

3. A combination of both” (WAC 392-172A-03045)
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Our VPS psychologist department has
engaged in a fair amount of
conversation around the inadequacy of
the discrepancy model. The
psychologists at our RtI sites are
committed to the RtI process, or
number 2 above, but what specifically
does this look like in practice? And
where does the “pattern of strengths
and weaknesses in performance,
achievement or both…” fit in? (WAC
392-172A-03080).
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The Most At-Risk Student in your school: The student
with a Nonverbal Learning Disability
Steve Hirsch EWU/Shoreline School District & Rachel Carney, EWU intern
The Nonverbal Learning Disability (or NLD) typically manifests itself in a cluster of symptoms originating from
three domains: social/communication, academics, and neuropsychological Roman, 1998). Our knowledge of how
NLD does manifest itself is relatively new having been defined in the literature only as recently as 1995
(unfortunately its author, Rourke, was a neuropsychologist publishing in the neuropsych literature). School
Psychologists typically didn’t hear about NLD until a mere 5-7 years ago.
Within the social interaction domain, we notice that NLD students have difficulty reading and expressing their
thoughts utilizing nonverbal cues. Imagine the difficulty students may find themselves in, if they can’t discern
whether the person threatening to fight them at recess is mad or scared. Not only do they have difficulty reading
nonverbal cues, but also often their communications are lacking the appropriate nonverbal component. Oral
language may be monotone without accompanying smiles, smirks, frowns, or changes in tone, volume or pace that
are applicable to the situation.
The academic deficits that accompany NLD are multifaceted with difficulties in math concepts and reasoning as
well as written language. It’s not unusual for a student with NLD to be able to read high level text yet not be able to
read a clock. The rhythm of math is undecipherable. The student’s high degree of dependence on concrete stimuli
and difficulty with abstract ideas leads to very limited success in math. The students seem particularly vulnerable to
any curriculum or communication that utilizes abstract ideas, multiple meanings, and idiomatic or ironic expression.
The neuropsychological deficits in the student with NLD are perhaps the most fascinating to a School Psychologist.
Imagine a student who gets lost between classes at High School or who can lift Olympic-level weights but can’t hit a
curve ball or play an organized sport due to the need to understand visual analysis and synthesis. Imagine a student
capable of discussing the political issues in a debate, yet unable to compose a written paragraph on the same subject.
The assessment of a student who you suspect might have a Nonverbal Learning Disability should include a
cognitive assessment, an academic assessment, an assessment of nonverbal communication skills, a fine motor
assessment and a gross motor assessment that includes skills requiring both repetitive and changing gross motor
movements. The IEP of a student diagnosed as having an NLD must include goals areas in all of the above with
increased structure and predictability in each environment, including assistance with organizational and planning
skills. It is also helpful to avoid open-ended tasks, as students with NLD benefit from rules and concrete directions to
complete tasks. There may need to be math and written language goal areas, but beware of the tendency to continue
the goal until completed for it may never be so. The ability to read and express oneself using nonverbal cues requires
explicit instruction, and the instruction in fine motor should be done so to reduce the embarrassment of not being
able to cut, glue or work without something dropping. Finally, this student will need to be taught social and
academic strategies that build upon their personal strengths, which could include peer tutoring, real-life applications
and assistive technology.
As for the inevitable question of handicapping category, your guess is as good as ours. Students with NLD have
been known to qualify as EBD (expect comorbidity of anxiety, depression), SLD (deficits in written language,
math), and even Autism (social communication deficits, tendency to perseverate). No matter what the category,
don’t underestimate the need for related services including SLP, OT, PT and counseling. Their behavior or rather
misbehavior, often dictates the use of special Ed transportation or modified PE, which is of course quite
embarrassing, and a source of further misbehavior. This is one disability where the evaluation actually does drive
the IEP and where the diagnosis is imperative for the right intervention. This is after all the most at-risk student in
your school!
5
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Continued from page 1
In contrast, studies by Vanderbilt University and the Rand
Institute show that it destroys teamwork, cooperation and
collaboration. Incentives tied to tests do more harm than good –
they undermine intrinsic motivation.
On Charters/ Vouchers: These tear down public education. She
cited data from Milwaukee which shows charter schools did no
better than public schools. In fact, charters there were one of
lowest achievers in the nation.
These are issues that are brought up frequently in our legislature
and across the country. We need to stand firm in what is best for
our students. I would like to see us develop some position papers
on these topics. If you are interested, please let me know.
And on a fun note: The highlight for me daily was being at the
booth promoting NASP in Seattle for 2013. Fred Provenzano
brought a HUGE coffee cup which we kept filled with chocolate
covered espresso beans – a great hit – many people came back for
more helpings! I think we got people excited to come west next
February!
I’m hoping that we have a good attendance from WSASP
members. If you would like to help with planning, contact Fred
or Tom Delaney. Start saving your money now for NASP, and
for our WSASP Conference in Pasco in October. Steve Hirsch is
putting together some great speakers on interventions!
It has been so nice lately to see some cherry trees blooming, and
color starting on azaleas, with a few daffodils peeking out. I
think spring has finally arrived! I am more than ready for some
sun, but it appears that April showers are upon us. But at least
it’s light when I leave for work, and still light when I get home!
As we are entering into the last quarter of the school year, I’m
hoping we can keep the spirit of renewal that comes with
spring. There is so much to do, and it is easy to get bogged
down with MSP preparations and last minute referrals for
special education after parent/ teacher conferences, which
means more evaluations. But let’s also take time to celebrate
student achievement and the good that we do each day, to
ensure the care and well-being of the students and staff with
whom we have contact every day! Keep smiling!
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Did you know
WSASP is on
Facebook?
Sign in to the WSASP group
ad get connected!
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Student Connections
By Dajana Kurbegovic, Student
Editor
Fellow students!
I hope that the year is going well for everyone! I don’t know about
you, but I cannot wait for the sunshine to get here to help us with
our very busy days of course work, practicum, and/or internship. If
you do find yourself with some spare time, don’t forget about the
WSASP Spring Lecture Series 2012 (Locations vary) with a focus on
CBI! Also, don’t forget about the NASP 2012 Summer Conferences
(Denver, Colorado & Minneapolis, MN) – topics include autism, ethics,
RTI, behavioral interventions and supports, progress monitoring, brief
therapy, universal screening, and ADHD.
Adopting the NASP Practice Model helps schools:
 Improve academic engagement and achievement
 Facilitate effective instruction
 Support positive behavior and socially successful students
 Support diverse learners
 Create safe, positive school climates
 Strengthen family–school-community partnerships
 Improve student, classroom, and school-wide assessment and
accountability
 Invest existing resources wisely

Some Resources I
Recommend
Rathvon, (2008). Effective school
interventions: Evidence
based strategies for
improving student outcomes
(5th Ed.). New York, NY:
Guilford Press.
Rhode, G., Jenson, W. R., &
Reavis, H. K. (1992).
Tough kid book: Practical
classroom management
strategies. Longmont,
CO: Sopris West.
Sattler, J. (2008). Assessment of
children: Cognitive
applications (5th Ed.). San
Diego, CA: Jerome M.
Sattler, Publisher.
Wright, J. (2010). Intervention
central. Retrieved from
http://www.interventio
ncentral.org/
*For more information, please visit
http://www.nasponline.org/standard
s/practice-model/
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News from NASP
by Fred Provenzano, WA Delegate to NASP
As I write this column at the end of March, I’m looking
back over a traumatic five weeks in Washington: a nineyear old seriously wounds a classmate by accident in
Bremerton; a child shoots his sister in Stanwood; a bus
accident in Quincy injures 38 students; and a toddler in
Tacoma shoots and kills himself. These events remind us
of the vulnerability of children, and the responsibility that
we as adults have in protecting them. In many instances,
it means protecting them from the negligence of the adults
around them as much as protecting them from other,
naturally-occurring risks. Let me address some resources
that are available related to intervention, and prevention.
NASP offers a wide range of materials and services to
help in situations of crises and trauma. In fact, I think it’s
an area of strength for NASP. It is a great array of
resources available not only to NASP members, but to the
entire community of educators and parents. Here are
some of the services available:
NEAT Team: The NASP National Emergency Assistance
Team (NEAT) has been available for consultation and
direct on-site intervention for over a decade, and has been
a valuable resource in crises that include human-made
events such school shootings as well as natural disasters
such as tornados, hurricanes, earthquakes and floods.
They can provide immediate phone or internet
consultation and can have someone onsite quickly.
PrePARE: Maybe best known for their excellent training
workshops and materials related to crisis prevention and
intervention in schools, they also offer consultation in
crisis situations. We also have a number of PrePAREtrained school psychologists in Washington who would be
available to help with consultation and support. The
PrePARE Workgroup is also offering their basic,
advanced and Trainer-of-Trainers workshops in their
PrePARE program at this summer’s NASP Summer
Institute in Minneapolis. See below for more details.

Printed Materials: NASP publishes a wide range of
materials that address response to both major crises
and ongoing challenges such as bullying. Many of
these materials are available for downloading or
printing from the NASP Resources Library on the NASP
website (www.nasponline.org).

Books such as Best Practices in School Crisis
Prevention and Intervention and the newly-published
Dignity for All: Safeguarding LGBTQ Students.
Handouts on a myriad of topics, such as Talking to
Children about Violence: Tips for Parents and
Teachers; A National Tragedy: Helping Children Cope;
and, one certainly appropriate for many children
and families in our state, Parents Called to Active
Duty: Helping Children Cope.
Position statements such as Bullying Prevention and
Intervention in Schools (2012) and Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender and Questioning Youth (2011).
NASP Children’s Fund: While not a direct resource
regarding crisis prevention and intervention, The
NASP Children’s Fund has made support for crisis
intervention a priority. They have underwritten the
travel costs for emergency assistance providers to be
on site at crisis locations, and funded the costs for
providing needed materials to areas impacted by
natural disasters. If you are a NASP member, you can
apply to the Children’s Fund for a Service Grant of
$500-$2000 for a project that will provide direct benefit
to children, or for a Tiny Grant of $200 for meeting
children’s educational or mental health needs or
addressing their general welfare. These latter grants
are plentiful and easy to obtain; apply online at
www.nasponline.org/about_nasp/childfund.aspx.
(Continued next page)
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News from NASP (Continued)
And, you should also be aware of the many links to
resources related to crisis prevention and intervention
that are listed on the WSASP website. These include
links to NASP resources as well as other excellent
resources such as National Center for Crisis
Management and the NEA’s School Crisis Guide.
Hopefully, we can add a list of PrePARE-trained
Washington school psychologists to this site.

If you were there for the 1994 NASP convention
in Seattle, you know what a great educational
experience and fun time you had. If you were too
young or too unfortunate to be at the ’94
convention, check it out with someone who was
there.

They’ll tell you the same thing- BE
THERE FOR THIS ONE!!

As I noted above, all three levels of the PrePARE
training will be offered this summer, as part of the
NASP Summer Institute in Minneapolis, MN on
July 23rd -25th. (The PrePARE Trainer of Trainers
session will be held on 7/26). Other topics for the
NASP Summer Institute sessions in Minneapolis
include curriculum-based assessment, behavioral
organization and management, and ethics.

Tom Delaney, former WSASP President and
NASP Delegate and Treasurer, and I are cochairing the Local Arrangements activities.
Shauna Guinn of Seattle U. and Chris Daikos of
UW will be joining us, coordinating the local
arrangements activities for student attendees.
Right now, we could use help on two fronts:

The NASP Summer Institute will also be offered in
Denver, CO on July 9th -11th, and will include a
variety of sessions on such topics as cognitivebehavioral strategies, academic interventions related
to executive functioning, ethics, and RTI services
with ELL students. If you’d like excellent training
opportunities with experts in their topical areas, at
excellent rates and in a smaller and more intensive
(but less crowded) venue than a NASP convention,
then this is for you. Check the NASP website listed
above for details.

The Convention Program Committee has asked
for ideas about topics of interest specific to
Washington and Northwest school psychologists.
They would like to make sure that the convention
program includes these topics. If there appears to
be sufficient interest, they may even develop a
special strand or major presentation on the topic.
Please let Tom (tomdelaney48@gmail.com) or me
know your thoughts (fredipro@comcast.net).

Did I mention the NASP
CONVENTION??? Coming to SEATTLE
February 12-16th, 2013??!!??

We also need paper reviewers for the many
submissions of proposals for papers, seminars,
and posters. This review will happen late-summer
or September. In recent years, this has been a
fairly easy online process. Some changes may be
afoot in how this is managed, but hopefully it will
continue in approximately the same, smooth
manner. Please let Tom or me know if you’re
willing to offer some time.

Yep, right in our backyard (or front yard if you live
on the peninsula). Lots of events to choose from
packed in those five days: over 800 sessions, posters,
and fun events to provide you with the greatest
continuing education and networking opportunities
available to school psychologists anywhere in the
world!! Save your nickels & dimes, talk with your
bosses, and plan to be there!!
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WSASP Board Membership
Officers
President
President Elect
Past President
Secretary
Treasurer

Pam Hamilton
Susan Ruby
Sharon Missiaen
Suzi Stephan
Bob Howard

Area Representatives
Area 1A

Jill Davidson

Area 1A
Area 1B
Area 1C
Area 1D
Area 2
Area 3
Area 4
Area 5

William Wood
Anne Manhaus
Diane Sidari
Erika Kelly-Kennedy
vacant
Laura Horan
Kathleen Topp
Sherri Bentley

Area 6

Jean Gonzales

Area 7
Area 8
Area 9
Area 10
Area 10

Bill Link
Jamie Chaffin
Dawn Magden
Jenny Marsh
Lorea K Elliott

Non-Voting Members
Committee Chairs
SCOPE Managing Editor
SCOPE Editor in Chief
Clock Hours
Membership
Conference/Workshops
Research Committee
Gov't & Professional Relations

Ashli Tyre - SU
Laura Feuerborn - UW
Marilyn Krause
Susan Ruby
Steve Hirsch
Steve Hirsch
Jill Davidson

Gov't & Professional Relations
Gov't & Professional Relations
Awards

Sharon Missiaen
Don Haas
Jill Davidson

Awards
Assessment & Review
Retention & Recruitment
Minority Scholarship
Communications
Ethics & Prof Practices
Ethics & Prof Practices
NASP Delegate
NASP Futures Liaison
NASP SPAN Rep

Sharon Missiaen
Suzi Stephan
Diane Sidari
Diane Sidari
vacant
Phil Koester
Fred Provenzano
Fred Provenzano
vacant
Jill Davidson

NASP State Health Care Rep

vacant

Liaisons

Student Rep - SU
Student Rep - CWU
Student Rep - UW

Susan Ruby
Ashli Tyre
Suzanne Little
vacant
Emily Bowne
Delphina Irani
Annie Kuvinka & Shauna Guinn
vacant
vacant

Lobbyist

Terry Kohl

University Reps - EWU
University Reps - SU
University Rep - CWU
University Rep - UW
Student Rep - EWU
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Interested in Advertising in
the SCOPE?

The WSASP Board has approved the following
guidelines for organizations or individuals
interested in advertising in our newsletter. For
rates and conditions, email Ashli Tyre at
tyrea@seattleu.edu

The services or products offered (advertised) shall provide potential direct and/or indirect benefit for school
psychologists; children; and/or families. Benefits are not to be limited to the field of education. For example, a
US Bank solicitation might be of potential benefit for our subscribers.
2) The advertisements must be in good taste, meaning suitable for viewing by children and otherwise non-offensive
i.e. non-sexist,non-racist, etc.;
3) The company purchasing the advertisement space must be an established company in business for over five years
and with known products. If the company's status does not meet these criteria, WSASP may require a catalog of
products or services offered; a sample of products offered to preview; and/or references of prior service recipients.
If the product/services are judged to be of likely benefit, the account will be accepted.
4) Product and service accounts are to be encouraged. Paid political advertisements and paid public policy
statements will not be accepted unless approved by the executive board.
5) The Scope Editor will use the above guidelines to accept or decline advertising accounts.
6) The Scope Editor will refer questionable accounts to the WSASP executive board when the guidelines above aren't
sufficient to make judgment.
The WSASP executive board reserves the right to reject any accounts deemed below our standards of professionalism
or of possible detriment to our Scope readers or association.
Approximately 600 School Psychologists and other educators currently subscribe to the SCOPE!

Lorem Ipsum Dolor
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